DANCE DEPARTMENT
What is Dance? Dance is the study of performance, choreography and appreciation
of dance as an art form.

What will I learn?
Component 1—50%:
Performance and choreography
 Solo performance linked to a specified

practitioner
 Performance in a Quartet
 Group Choreography

Component 2—50%:
Knowledge, understanding and critical
appreciation of set works
 Section A: Rooster and Rambert Dance

Company
 Section B: Sutra and Contemporary Dance in

Britain

Entry Requirements
To be able to do Dance, you need…..
- Good Dance skills (6) —to be able to perform
dance to a good standard, work independently,
attend performances, rehearsals and events (often
outside school hours). You must also be fit and
healthy and have high standards of attendance
and punctuality.
- Good English skills (6) —to write essays well and
express yourself clearly.
- If you didn’t do GCSE Dance you need to apply
for a suitability test to show your performance and
choreographic ability.
But above all......You need a passion for
Dance, an interest in performance and
choreography, collaborative working and the
independence and willingness to work hard!

Exam board: AQA
Link to course
specification: here
Link to example
exam papers: here

Assessment in Dance
Dance A Level assesses the skills of:
Component 1: Performance & Choreography
(50%)
AO1: Perform dance through the application of
physical, technical, interpretative and
performance skills (25%)
1. Solo performance in relation to a specified
practitioner (i.e. Akram Khan)
2. Performance within the context of a quartet
linked to a style/genre (i.e. contemporary,
ballet)
AO2: Create dance applying choreographic skills
to communicate artistic intention (25%)
3. Group choreography in relation to the chosen
task and related dance idea(s)
All performed as a live practical exam in Year 13,
80 marks, 50%
Component 2: Critical Engagement (50%)
AO3: Demonstrate knowledge and understanding
of performance and choreography from different
periods and genres. (25%)
AO4: Critically appreciate and assess performance
and choreography through making analytical,
interpretative and evaluative judgements. (25%)
 2 hour 30 minute written exam in the
summer exam season, 100 marks, 50%
Section A: short answer questions and one
essay question
Section B: two essay questions on the
second set work/area of study

Complementary Subjects
 Drama: performance skills, particularly

expressive skills. Creativity, analysis and
interpretation.
 English: writing analytically, critically and
evaluatively.
 History: understanding of Social, Cultural and
Historical factors
 Politics: understanding of Political factors
 Geography: understanding of Social, Cultural
and Geographical factors
 Art: presentation skills and experimentation
 French: vocabulary
 Biology: anatomy and physiology

Careers in Dance
Where can Dance A Level take me?
Anywhere you like! You don’t have to want to be a
professional dancer or choreographer to do
A Level Dance.

The transferable skills you will gain on this course
include:
Enrichment in Dance
 Performance skills
As well as exploring a range of dance styles
 Critical thinking skills
and professional works there are lots of other
 Analytical and Evaluative skills
opportunities.
 Creative and artistic skills
 Marylebone Dance Company
 Non-verbal communication skills and
 Live performances in our theatre
presentation skills.
 Workshops with professional companies and
 Physical skills including fitness
choreographers
 Team working skills and the ability to work
 Numerous performances, including the annual
independently
Dance show, Summer Showcase and your own
Exam Showcases
SMS Dance alumni are currently studying at the
 Theatre trips to Sadler’s Wells, The Place and a following Institutes
variety of venues across London
 Leading dance clubs for younger students
Dance/ Performing Arts specialist schools:
 Choreographing for our junior and senior dance Rambert, London Studio Centre, Urdang
companies
Academy, The Brit School, Laban, The Place,
Northern School of Contemporary Dance, The Arts
Past collaborations include working with:
Educational School, Institute of the Arts Barcelona
 Akram Khan Company
 Rambert Dance Company
Russell Group Universities including: Leeds,
 Richard Alston Dance Company
Warwick, Queen Mary, Nottingham, York and
 Shobana Jeyasingh Dance
Southampton
 The National Gallery
SMS Dance alumni are currently working as
 Numerous professional choreographers and
dancers from a range of Dance conservatoires. professional dancers, choreographers, teachers,
educators, dance company directors and dance
Dance is what attracted me to the school
managers.
and it definitely hasn’t disappointed! You
are definitely not at a disadvantage if you
Here’s what our students think!
haven’t taken the subject at GCSE level!

Dance is a fantastic physical form of
expression unlike any other subject
offered at St Marylebone. It's challenging
but pushes myself to explore and find my
own identity through choreography.

Doing A Level Dance at St Marylebone has
been an amazing experience; it has made
me a more confident individual and has
constantly inspired me to dance to the best
of my abilities and truly appreciate how
amazing the art form is!

